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Box Tower (with lid) Project
What you will need to recreate this project:
A4 heavy weight card
4 square’s of 17.7 cm card (inner boxes)
Another square of 17.7cm card (lid)
Tacky Glue
Scissors, pencil, ruler & bone folder

How to assemble this project:
Begin with the A4 card. Simply fold & crease the card in half to form an A5 card base, & then fold
each side in half again. That is the easiest way, but if you want the exact measurements I will
included them below for you.

Measurements: Turn the card to portrait position & mark equal points up both sides at 7.425: 14.85
& 22.275 cm. Score in these lines, fold & crease well using a bone folder.
Use the template on page three to cut identical shapes from four of your pieces of square card.
Score the blue perforated lines & then use your bone folder to crease them precisely. Fold into a box
shape with the flaps on the inside, & secure these with plenty of tacky glue. Repeat with the other
three boxes. I have designed these boxes specifically to be sturdy, which will enable you to fill them
with sweets etc.
The final card square will form the lid, so needs to be a slightly different size to the inner boxes, so
use the template on page 4 to cut this from your last square of card, & follow the steps above to
assemble it.
I know most people hate measuring (which is why I make as many templates for you as possible), so
the easiest way to fix the boxes to the inside of the cover is this:Stand one box flat with open end uppermost, on your work surface & then stand the outer cover (that
we prepared earlier) behind it. It is the section one in from the right we need, so adjust the position
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until the box sits up against this precisely – see diagram below - & make a very light pencil line above
the edge of the box, on the card behind.

Now shuffle the box over to the left by one section & align
another on top, again make a faint pencil line at the top of the
second box.

Finally, shuffle the boxes over to the far left, & align
another on top, & add the final pencil line to your card.

Hopefully your lines will be far less visible than mine are in
the diagram, but it is just to show you what you will end up
with.
Now you simply need to attach one of your boxes above the
three lines & a final one, right at the bottom on the far right.

Here is what you will end up with!
But can I suggest that your close up the cover to check
positioning after adding each box, so you can be confident
that you have time to wobble them into position while the
glue is still wet, if need be.
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Okay, so here are your templates, the rest is up to you!

Inner boxes
template
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Box lid template

